These experiments were done by independent researchers on themselves with different versions of EarthPulse™ v.4 and reported to us as follows. See the main research page for the Yale New Haven EarthPulse™ chronic lower back pain pilot study.

Red highlights added for ease of scanning.

Case #1 - Sleep Apnea & Waking O2

Facebook to me from Dan our Swedish Kick-Boxer
Conversation started June 12, 2010

Hope everythings allright with you. I just wanted to give some info how the Ep is doing along my friends in Sweden. Parents sleep is fantastic. Another Dan that bought a unit about a year ago, have severe sleep apnea. He had a machine with a mask from the hospital, that cost him 700usd, to help with the apnea. When he got it 1 year ago they some test, and he had 11 episodes with no breathing, and a oxygenuptake around 85. I convinced him to try the Ep around that time, so he bought one. Last week he went back for new checkup a yeart later, first of they were a bit upset because they could see in some way that he only had used on 2hrs a day;) But then he told me they were really shocked when saw that he had no episode of breath breaks, and he had an oxygen uptake of 100%.

cont.

Case #2 - Hypothyroid

And Yesterday i got an sms from Dag that bought an ep 6 months, he told me his sleep has gotten worse since he bought it. But it worked in the beginning and got worse so he didn't sleep at in the end. So he stopped and went to the doctor and took some tests, now Dag has been a thyroidhormone(Levaxin) the last two years. Now it showed that the dose they been given him for two years was suddenly to high? His sleep got better, and then he started using the ep, and sleepproblems comeback. So he went back and it was to high again, so hes now down from 3mg to1,75mg and he is concinced that the ep starts the natural thyroid again. Everyday they lower the dose he sleeps 8 hrs, and one night with the device its gone he goes back to 5-6hrs and they lower the dose1 So he hopes he can end the medicationin a near future:) Maybe the thyroid has something to do why some people dont like the effects of your device? -- Dan
At this point we began instructing our clients on thyroid supplements to monitor dosage when sleep became difficult and over time came up with rule-of-thumb that sleep would crash in most cases of hypothyroid between 7 and 14 days signalling a dose adjustment is needed. Our return rate fell from 6% to 4% immediately. Where it has remained despite our hardware improvements. We take that to mean there is simply about 4% of the population that this technology just doesn't seem to work on no matter how much tech support we give.

__________________________________________________________

Again from Swedish Dan the KickBoxer

3 months post-surgical recuperation in 31 days!

Conversation started December 9, 2010 on FaceBook (entire conversation included for context)

5:00pm
Dan

hi

paul!
sorry for the spelling, but had big accident at work yesterday, i tore rhe biceps and triceps. some muscles and ligament. any suggestionsn no seriosly, how much would you earthpulse recommend and any other supplents to heal faster? dan

December 10, 2010

12:10am
Paul F. Becker
F&%$ Sakes!!... o.k. get bone-up and glc2000 or whatever is their best connective formula these days and take tons of it. get the best stuff you can find locally until you get that stuff shipped into you. check ebay you might find it through ebay or amazon. recover mode, outer ring off because the area of damage so large. if surgical re attachment necessary do same either way. stretch it as much as possible as it heals. dude. feel really bad for you. you got a long haul it sounds like. a good quality amino product / protein shake too for the muscle repair. keep me posted. you can run that ep on the area 24-7 for the first couple of weeks i'd say. i mean its not going to be really 24-7 but just set the thing for 12 hours and keep hitting from different angles; then set it for 12 hours again. if you can't sleep on recover use whatever but tuck it under the
arm while you sleep. just toss it on the bed and try and keep it north side up. slide it around as necessary to fit as you change position. keep me posted. good luck. p

2:42am Dan thanks paul

ill follow your instructions, i had total rupture of the Bilateral patellar tendon biceps 4 years ago. but this is tendons and muscles on both bic and triceps. but mentally im there, so im not down. the only thing thats bothering is the pain:) ep is still amazing, without it i couldnt sleep a second. but get 4hrs and more later.

keep you posted

December 11, 2010

4:44am
Paul F. Becker

in cases where you've got a lot of lined up nerves and muscles running parallel you might also think of a tens device. set on dc sometimes called positive offset. which if 100% offset would be a pulsed dc. running pos under armpit up into the shoulder and running to neg just below the tear. i think that would be good actually. if you can pulse it at near 10 hz i think you could get better results. than just with earthpulse alone. that would give you synergy i think. you couldn't do much more. those two energetic technologies plus the supplements, and stretching once you get firm attachment. hang in there. p

5:08am
Dan

i will talk to a friend who have a tens machine and try it. i also have a another friend who is a naprapath and studied under paul chek that will help me with the recovery process. twinlab sweden will sponsor with some supplements, i will still order from gl2000. many thanks paul for your kindness. we will see what your machine will do, but im confident i will be ok in the future. but the ep is fantastic, the pain is sometimes so strong that i have lay down and close my eyes for a long time. but ep makes me sleep for a while even then:

without it i would be a mad man,... if i get well you can use my name on your, ill write the progress and hope for the best, dont worry i be fine:)

6:09am
Paul F. Becker

met a guy in bahamas who'd just had his leg almost ripped from his body, broken in 12 places, lower part of foot almost severed; in a
docking accident. he got the EP device several months post surgery (bahamas local surgeon) and was in really bad shape, still walking with cane at that point just getting his feet under himself again after long recovery. as i recall about 3 - 4 months post surgery. he walked without a limp at 12 months. total proprioception recovery. jumps on it at 18 months and involved his hip as well. you'll be fine, but its going to be a process. oh, run the TENS at say 10% above sensory threshold. more than that will burn out what your trying to support. once the pain subsides (because the pulsing really does mask the pain), crank it down to below sensory level. you really just want that TENS to act as a microcurrent stim device. so, check the settings, try and find DC and set the pulse rate down. keep me posted. p

December 12, 2010

10:05am
Dan
i got to have me one, i think i can rent a tens from the hospitals in sweden.

got around 10-12 hrs rest this night, your machine does wonders, and im doing it on recovery. im on it almost all the time also first day without painkillers, they had to give me 5 shots in a timeperiod of 2hrs after the accident. 
i know the pain will come back after the operation, but now i know whats coming. hopefully i get a operation time tomorrow. 
take care

December 20, 2010

12:49am Dan
Hi
Paul!

I got back from the hospital, thats were ive been since tuesday. It took three doctors to get me fixed. the last one was the head honcho of orthopedians. From the positive side, i can tell you that either the triceps or the biceps were still there. They did an MRT, and it shoved that i had several hematomas and some Compartmentsyndrome in the forearm that they had to work on. If they didnt do that, the the muscles surrounding the fascia would die. The idea that the bic and tric would have been separated, came from the doctors in emergency room that checked me. So im sorry for misleading you, but it was probably the swelling that made them think that. Thats why i was so so certain also that the tendons were also damaged. But it was the forearms that was
injured.

The Pronatormuscle in the forearm was ripped off actually, and thats were most of the pain came from, and they couldn't recover it:( They said it took too long from the accident to the operation (6 days) and the bodys healing process was already in effect. The doctor told me that they took out 5 big meatballs of hard blood in damaged muscles, so some other muscles are now damaged also.

Then i had to stay there for another six days, for another operation. In wich they had to have the wound open and see that no new complications would occurr. I have to thank you for your time and consideration, but im still not out of the woods yet. I will continue with your earlier recommendations, but i have some more questions for you.

I already stopped all this Oxycontin and other morphin derivates that they gave me,

Dan

December 20, 2010

5:14am
Paul F. Becker
Hi, what a mess huh?, but sounds like the worst is behind you. have a merry christmas. paul

5:29am
Dan
thanks paul, for everything! And a merry christmas to you.

January 9, 2011 (3 weeks later)

6:39 am
Dan
Hi Paul! I hope everything is good with you! I`m doing just fine, i got full movement in my arm, with no pain. Tomorrow, i will see doctors for the first time since the operation. Its going to be interesting to see their reaction to this...

I just saw on your website, that you will produce some new interesting-products soon. Please contact me, as soon as they will be avilable.

Also, i read that your father was on statin drugs and blood thinners. Well
the same thing is happening with my father, hes got spine issues too. And i think its affecting his sleep and memory too.
Take care

January 9, 2011

9:35pm
Paul F. Becker
hi, AWSOME news on the arm. i bet you 10 bucks the dr. looks in disbelief today! Ha! that's beautiful man. thanks for comment on youtube.
let me know what happens at the dr.'s.
cheers, Paul

January 10, 2011 5:20pm
Dan
Hi Paul!

As we expected, the ortopedian, where very impressed yesterday with my progress so far. He said it usually takes much longer time to get these results, that i got al- ready. He also noticed that didnt lose that much muscle, you’ll see a difference, but not that much. So he said it was up to me when i wanted to back to work.

The accident happened 8dec, they did the first surgery on the 13, they stiched me up on the 16, and i got sent home the 17dec.

I have been sleeping on the Recovery mode, and sometimes during the day. I used a lot of supplements like Curcurmin, nettle root, ginger, Coconut oil 2tbsp a day, MSM, Creatine, Glucosamine C-vitamin, but no Tens machine. And no help from any spe- cialist, because of the holidays, so tomorrow will be the first time for that. But i know the Earthpulse did most of the work, 4 years ago i had total bilateral biceps tendon tear, on the same arm.That took 3 months before i could even use my arm again, now the doctor that operated me this time, said at i would be away from work at least 3 months. But i am going to be back already on next monday that will be 31 days from last operation, with no pain, ok i get some feeling from the scar but nothing special.

Take care of yourself, and again thanks for your support Paul:) Dan

—————————————————————————

Case #4:
Mauritius, 8th January 2013

I would like to give my testimonial on my first experience using
I'm 48 years old and avid kiteboarder, October 5, 2012 I had a Kitesurfing accident at the beach where I crashed real hard in to the ground next to the water while launching my kite in very gusty weather conditions. Witnesses tells I was at least 5 meters in the air before crashing down and sideways dragged by the kite. Result = 2 severe fractures on my Pelvis. 1 larger fracture on my left femur socket (Pelvis) and 1 line fracture on right side Pelvis. See x-ray and scan attached.

Doctor told me that I would never kite again and most probably not be able to do tougher runs and exercises. He also told me that surgery might still be necessary later on.

After about 2 months of hospital stay and bed rest I was still not good and suffered a lot on both sides. I still could not move very much without pain and the very limited movements were troublesome and worrying! I was given lots of chemical medicine of stronger doses which I did not feel very good about as I know that it also makes negative changes in digesting foods, changing the flora in stomach etc negatively in long run. I had decided already on my 5th or 6th week to not take all medicines I was given and try look for natural alternatives for pain and healing.

It was on my 9th week after the accident that when I spoke to Paul Becker and he recommended me to try his EarthPulse. I had then started taking other natural supplements and when hearing about the basics of the EarthPulse I found it all real logic, made so much sense and of course wanted to give it a try!

Paul delivered an EarthPulse kit the very next evening (1st December) and I was all ready to test it. I answered the door as i had been for the 10 days since leaving the hospital, by sliding backwards (sitting on a pillow) on the hardwood floor pushing myself with my hands and the 'good' leg on the side where pelvis break had fused...dragging the leg with the fractured socket along the floor. I could not stand or use crutches because the weight of the leg on my right side could not be supported by the socket without severe pain.

Paul explained to me how to use it and said "Use this in 10 Hz Recover-Mode 24/7 and you'll be walking in a month...maybe not perfectly, but you'll be on your feet".

Now that sounded too good to be true at the time,...but in reality it turned out far better than that.

I was amazed pretty much on first few hours how I could feel it had a great effect on my entire body, my whole system. I felt very rapidly that I
wanted to sleep as it made me remarkably deeply relaxed. “Hooking up” to EarthPulse was a great sensation after so many weeks of poor sleep at night and troublesome hours during days and nights due to pain and the limited positions I could be in. And the mental anguish of thinking I may not ever walk straight again or run.

After the first night I had slept using EarthPulse I was incredibly impressed! I had not slept that good since many many years back during my years as hockey player, working out on tough physical camps! It was such a great feeling and it continued the second night the same.

After about 2 days, 2 nights I started getting some increased pain on my left hip-side (larger fracture). It did not worry me really because it was as if I could feel at once that this was some sort of healing pain, as I still felt so very relaxed and deeply tired. I spoke to Paul Becker and when he confirmed that this could happen and it was part of the real healing process, I directly felt that it made sense too as I now also had stopped taking chemical pain killers that I was given for many weeks.

The next few days with EarthPulse hooked up to me, daytime and nighttime, pretty much 24 hours a day laying down, I continued to just feel more and more relaxed, well rested and started to feel good energies in mornings and during day, while being awake! As you can imagine, I'd been suffering with the worry that I may never kite again, might walk with a limp for the rest of my life or never run normally again. I slept and slept, so incredibly well, night and in daytime too.

Each time I woke up feeling changes, big changes! I felt so much stronger and movements in my hips, my legs started to feel real secure, strong and pain free! Already after about a week I felt as if I should try to get up on my feet, at least with the help of crutches! So I did and I was shocked how good and strong I felt and surprised that my socket would now already support the weight of the hanging leg!

I continued to stay in bed rest most of the time of course but each time I got up with my crutches I felt more and more strong! It was then on my 11th week after accident and only my 2nd week with EarthPulse when I then dropped my crutches and attempted my first few steps. Shocked again but feeling so incredibly strong all over I had almost no problems at all taking my first few steps!

After this it was only a few days later that I realised that I had the feeling my fractures on both sides were healing incredibly well and my legs (in fact my entire body) were so rapidly coming back to same strength as before accident! If not even stronger.
On 3 weeks to the day I received the EarthPulse I attended Paul’s birthday party (22 December) He met me at the car to ask if I needed help going up the steps because the party was on the roof. I told him no thank you, no help required a I closed the door leaving the crutches lying in the back seat. I walked up the two flights of stairs, walked around the party for 3 hours or more (sat 1/2 the time) and even danced a little with NO PAIN and NO LIMPING! It even amazed Paul!

Today, after 4-5 weeks of using EarthPulse I am running and jogging barefoot again on the beaches like before the accident! Swimming nearly with full capacity as before the accident! Pain free and with the feeling that I am getting even stronger than before the accident! EarthPulse is an incredible aid, an incredible invention and I recommend it to the world!

I continue using EarthPulse and I continue sleeping like never before! I think this is a gift from above that will be helping so many people healing from all sorts of illnesses and injuries plus regaining strength like never before! Get yourself an EarthPulse now! YOU and your body deserves natural healing!

Many thanks to you Paul – I owe you big-time for introducing EarthPulse to me! EarthPulse surpassed the miracle i was hoping for!

With kindest regards, Joacim Karlsson, Le Morne, Mauritius / ilemaurice21@yahoo.com +230 933 5995

Thursday 18th January 2011 - 7 weeks after getting EarthPulse™ Joacim kitesurfed again.

Dec. 2015 update - sleeping with EP; ripped up, running, swimming, kiting with no issues whatsoever.
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EARTHPULSE™ IS STRICTLY A PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL SATISFACTORILY IMPROVE SLEEP AND PERFORMANCE OR YOUR MONEY-BACK. FEEL A DECADE (OR TWO) YOUNGER IN 90 DAYS OR RETURN IT!

Data contained or attached is never intended to recommend our technology as a drug or diagnosis for any illness or disease condition; nor as a product or therapy to eliminate disease or medical condition; nor has it been evaluated by U.S. Food and Drug Administration or any governmental health agency. Worldwide, no
governmental bodies recognise the need to supplement natural magnetic fields. Neither Magnetic Therapy, Ltd, Sleep-Tech Ltd nor EarthPulse Technologies LLC make any medical claim as to any benefit of our device and methods. EarthPulseTM is not intended to be used to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Data in or attached is privileged and confidential, intended solely for use and enjoyment of our clients.